
        

Submissions Being Accepted for Second Annual 
 Tirota/Finish Line Social Impact Script Competition 

__________________ 
 

Purposeful Content Agency Tirota Partners with Finish Line Script-Writing Competition 
To Encourage and Recognize Screenplays That Aspire to “Make a Difference” 

___________________________________ 

Los Angeles and New York – February 10, 2021 – Building on the success of its 2020 launch, the 
Tirota/Finish Line Social Impact Script Competition is back for a second year, again searching 
for new scripts that raise awareness and inspire change around critical social issues.  

The competition celebrates film and TV screenwriters whose work meets a burgeoning 
audience demand for socially purposeful entertainment. The 2021 contest began accepting 
submissions on January 18; the deadline for submissions is Thursday, June 10. 

The Tirota/Finish Line Social Impact Script Competition identifies and supports talented 
storytellers with an evident passion for changing the world, helping them improve their scripts 
and ultimately gain a foothold in the entertainment industry.  

The competition winner will have his or her script optioned for $1,000 by Tirota, which –  
supported by 20-plus years of management experience from Finish Line – will promote the 
script to targeted producers, agents, literary managers, executives, filmmakers, show runners 
and financiers. World renowned acting coach Howard Fine will host a filmed table read of the 
winning script and Final Draft will donate their latest scriptwriting software to the winner. 

Chicago ’66, by first time feature screenwriter Stephane Dunn, won the initial Tirota/Finish 
Line Social Impact Script Competition, in 2020. Chicago ’66 tells the story of a grieving young 
boy living with his grandfather in the Chicago inner city who becomes inspired and emboldened 
when Dr. and Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr. become his neighbors that summer. Her script is 
currently being packaged with producer Matthew Carnahan attached. Carnahan’s latest project 
is the Netflix documentary focusing on attorney Benjamin Crump. 
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The competition is open to aspiring as well as established screenwriters for film or television.  It 
is a joint venture of TIROTA, a groundbreaking communications and engagement agency that 
enhances both the societal impact and commercial success of issue-focused entertainment, and 
the respected FINISH LINE SCRIPT COMPETITION. 

The competition recognizes stories that are not just about an issue, but which -- in ways ranging 
from overt to subtle –  point toward opportunities individuals have to get involved and help 
alleviate societal problems.  

“The selection of Chicago ’66 is a brilliant example of Tirota’s focus on maximizing 
opportunities for entertainment to yield lasting, positive change and of our shared commitment 
to producing purposeful entertainment,” Finish Line Script Competition co-founder Jenny 
Frankfurt said.  “I’m excited about the future of this important and unique competition.” 

 

Audiences Strongly Attracted to Socially Focused Entertainment   

Tirota’s services help content creators build audiences for socially focused entertainment 
projects, informed by the insight that audiences today hunger for purposeful entertainment. 

 In a landmark survey Tirota commissioned in 2019, 80 percent of the more than 1,000 
Americans polled said they are attracted to film and TV that addresses important social issues 
and causes.  In addition, 78 percent said the entertainment industry should provide more 
information on how to act on the issues their content explores.     

Providing Guidance to Strengthen Scripts 

The contest will continue to build on the model for Finish Line’s well-known script competition, 
now in its sixth season.  Entrants will benefit from Finish Line’s extensive notes on submitted 
scripts and will be allowed to resubmit improved drafts to the competition. In the course of its 
five previous competitions, Finish Line has earned a reputation among entrants for the quality 
of the scripts it rewards, the thoroughness of its feedback, and the quality of both the judges 
and the network of industry contacts available to winners.  

“As Stephane Dunn’s important and timely script so powerfully demonstrates, nothing can give 
dimension to a social issue and point to opportunities for change like a compelling story,” Tirota 
partner Rob Densen said. “We can’t wait to see even more quality scripts for the 2021 contest.”  

For more information on the Finish Line Script Competitions, including rules, entrance fees and 
all deadlines, visit https://finishlinescriptcomp.com/. 

About Tirota:   
Combining the expertise and insights of two leading communications companies – Tiller, LLC and 
Robertson Taylor Partners - Tirota helps entertainment companies and creative content providers 
achieve both social and business objectives, efficiently and cost effectively.  The company is based in 
Tiller’s New York-area offices and RTP’s Los Angeles base. Please visit Tirota.com.  For more information 
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or to read Tirota’s Purpose and Profits: Six Questions for Socially Conscious Film Makers, go to 
http://www.tirota.com/approach. 

 

About Finish Line Script Competition: 

Founded by ex-literary managers, The Finish Line Script Competition www.finishlinescriptcomp.com 
was created to help writers improve their material through extensive script development notes so as to 
rewrite and resubmit their screenplays/TV pilots for no extra cost throughout the length of the 
competition. This, along with the quality and quantity of international Film & TV industry mentors 
available to winners, has earned the competition a place on many “Best Competition” lists.  

Contact: 
Jonathan Taylor 
Tirota 
310-880-4951 
Jonathan@Tirota.com 
 


